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Question:
Subclauses 3.1.8.8.(2)(a)(i) and 3.1.8.9.(2)(a}(i} waive the requirement for fire dampers and
smoke dampers respectively when all the following conditions are met:
1. The ducts are noncombustible with a melting point above 760° C.
2. The ducts are branch lines.
3. The ducts penetrate a fire separation.
4. The ducts have a cross sectional area of not more than 0.013 m2.
5. The ducts serve on ly air-conditioning units or combined air-conditioning and heating units.
6. The ducts discharge air not more than 1.2 m. above the floor.
Is it the intent that the location of the penetration through the vertical fire separation coincide with
the location of the air discharge louvre?

Interpretation:
No
Subclauses 3.1.8.8. (2)(a)(i) and 3.1 .8.9.(2)(a)(i) do not stipulate where the air discharge louvres
are in relationship to the penetration of the vertical fire separation.
Since the supply ducts are so small and the air discharge louvres are located low on the wall, the
risk of fire and smoke migration into the vertical duct shaft is relatively low.
It should be noted that it is critical to avoid other entry points for fire and smoke into the branch
ducts, so all joints in the branch duct network must be carefully sealed to prevent smoke
infiltration. The perimeter of the duct penetration through the vertical fire separation must be firestopped.
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The views expressed are the consensus of the joint committee with members representing AIBC, EGBC and BOABC, which form the BC Building
Code Interpretation Committee. The Building and Safety Standards Branch, Province of BC and the City of Vancouver participate in the committee's
proceedings with respect to interpretations of the BC Building Code. The purpose of the committee is to encourage uniform province wide
interpretation of the BC Building Code. These views should not be considered as the official interpretation of legislated requirements based on the
BC Building Code, as final responsibility for an interpretation rests with the local Authority Having Jurisdiction. The views of the joint committee
should not be construed as legal advice.
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